Dove Poster or Mobile
(Matthew 3:16)

The dove seen by Jesus and John symbolized purification and regeneration by Divine Truth. Here are 2 projects based on this idea.

**Poster**

**Materials needed**
- poster board or a large sheet of cover stock
- dove picture (or dove stickers or stamps)
- pens or markers

**Procedure**
1. Make a poster with a dove at the top. (Use the picture provided or if you prefer, use dove stamps or stickers to decorate the paper.)
2. Below the dove, put truths which can help us “clean up” our lives.

**Mobile**

**Materials needed**
- poster board or a large sheet of cover stock
- dove picture (or 3 dimensional dove purchased from craft store)
- pens or markers

**Procedure**
Use the picture of the dove (or a 3 dimensional dove purchased from a craft store) to make a simple mobile with a string of the truths which show us how to cleanse our lives as shown in the illustration.